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About This Content

Non-tactical loadout for D-Horse.
Perfect for imaginary travels through the Old West.

* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed. (Not usable in MGO)
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Western Tack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 28 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Es el unico que esta en Español !!!,asi que...merece la pena.. The game is a good concept that's terribly executed. It's Early
Access at best.

The item descriptions make no sense, the tutorial doesn't mention core gameplay mechanics (e.g. it doesn't mention using the
grip buttons to drop markers), and how to use the essential repair tools are not explained.

Overall, you will feel really frustrated because you don't know what anything does. For example, your probes go missing with
absolutely no explanation as to why. Check the battery, check the fuel, aaaaaaaaaaaaand it's gone. There's also a green tool that
is described by neither the tutorial nor the item description. When should you use it? What does it do? How does it work? WHO
KNOWS!?. Just getting into the game I thought hey it'll be fun, but clearly its still in the testing stages. Spawn campers, guns
that are technically behind the character. sliding and sometimes flying characters. Overall Really not done yet.. In terms of
difficulty, tedious 90% of the time and that feels generous. Overall it looks gorgeous the controls are ok but in many cases the
animations feel klunky or sluggish. The dificulty comes mainly from platforming fails where you restart each room due to
deaths. However the music is great and complements thetheme nicely. Not worth the full price.. The prequel Pre-Dynastic
Egypt was a neat little game with a good balance between scripted play and free choice. Because of that good experience, I
decided to purchase Egypt: Old Kingdom for some Easter fun. Unfortunately this sequel, despite having been out for some time,
isn't finished — and the game cannot be reasonably finished either. With the experience from the prequel, I decided to choose
medium difficulty but was never unable to get even a bronze medal from the civil war trial, despite obtaining gold from all the
previous trials and having a competitive edge.

The game balance is simply not there at all, and I cannot recommend this game even though I would love to. Hopefully the
developing team fixes this. The game has been out there for a while already and has a plenty of complaints for bugs. I can live
with some, but not with ones that make the game unplayable.
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RPG-wise nothing extraordinary, but nice setting and decent graphics make this a good light RPG to get on a sale.
Recommended.. Very fun game, Really enjoy playing it trying to build a base before being inevitably destroyed because my
cannons refuse to fire. :). It doesn't work.. Fun game. Really enjoyed the artwork.. Short but highly recommend, Wonderful
piece of work.
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